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About This Game
Take control of the powers of the cosmos. Explore your curiosity of space. Luna's Wandering Stars is a planetary physics
puzzler with a full Level Creator/Editor and online level sharing.
An action puzzle game that utilizes real physics to present interesting and challenging cosmic puzzles. Use a variety of powers to
control planetary movements, such as changing gravity, designating velocity, applying force, and using mysterious wormholes to
move masses around. The goal of every level is to collect enough asteroids using moons to move on to the next level. For a real
challenge, collect the rare golden asteroids in every level!

Key Features:
Intuitively change physics properties of planets and moons on-the-fly
Nine Unique Planetary Powers: Velocity, rockets, gravity, lasers, redirect cosmic bodies, change density, form
wormholes, create black holes, and reposition entire planets!
Nearly 200 total levels to play (including Free DLC challenge levels to be added)
Full Level Editor Coming Soon as a Free Update!
Online Custom Level Sharing Cpming Soon as a Free Update!
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Title: Luna's Wandering Stars
Genre: Action, Indie, Simulation
Developer:
Serenity Forge
Publisher:
Serenity Forge
Release Date: 15 May, 2015
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Amazing game. I introduced it at school, and everyone loved it. Showed it at a party and all 12 players were filled with lots of
spectators. Highly recommended if you have somewhat competitive friends to play this with. It gets a lot more chaotic when you
have more than 6 people playing.
Although there is lots of variety in maps and in modes, I'd only wish that there was DLC that included more of each
respectively. Some maps get old somewhat quickly. The modes are fun and enjoyable, but I'm still left wanting more.
Excellent work Roman Uhlig!. This game was an original ps2 release, controller heavily recommended, addictive personalities
will get addicted to rolling stuff into a ball. Watch as a cosmic being the size of a bean rolls up your civilization! Also we <3
Katamari when?. A challenging 3D platformer with his own identity. Not a big fan of platformers, but this one has something
that gets me, maybe is the difficulty, or the skills, or\/and the combat.
If you like challenging 3D platformers, give it a try, for this low price, has lots of content and its quite fun.
Ahh.... A shiny new armor! ... Dead!. Neat little speed running platformer with a lot of potential content due to a easy to use
map editor.. Beautiful game.. Exellent physics and graphics. Music is so relaxing.
Get this game if you want to chill out and just play something challenging but in such a way not stressful at all.
Amazing Japanese Zen puzzles, try it out.. It's fairly cheap :) 10/10
GET IT. At this stage I do not recommend this game to anyone...
The basics are there, so if you are just looking for a simple game where you shoot some zombies, go ahead.
Negatives:
- No difficulty modes which makes it a drag because the first 5 minutes of a game you are just waiting for something to happen
- Weapons can bug while shooting (dissapearing, blocking, ...)
- No scores available untill you die
- Overpriced
- Simple animations\/sounds from enemies
I understand this is a work in progress but have there been any updates yet since release? Nothing seems to pop up in the news
section...
. It's alright.. Iron Sea Defenders. VR Wave shooter? sure, But don't dismiss this gem based on genre. Lots of action, kidfriendly but gamer-focused. Did I mention steampunk? and whimsy?? This is a must have for anyone's de facto VR arsenal..
Wow! Kunos never cease to amaze, the physics of these amazing cars is as good as it gets.
bargain of the century IMO, if you love "experiencing the car" as much as the racing its a no brainer.
just turn a few laps in either of the 250F's and you have your moneys worth.
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quot;What the heck, dude?" is what I asked myself after I bought this garbage.. So logan bought the game and played for like a
minute, then died, tried again but failed, closed it and died in real life by falling off of Earth.

It was good.. great game if you have the mic. if you don't it's still playable, but much less enjoyable.
English voice recognition is good. it can even recognize foreign accent.
Russian voice recognition is ...meh. at least it wasn't working for me, even though i'm a native speaker.
the game is fun, linear(and most of the time i've played it it was almost pure in-engine cutscene) ...but a bit short.. Good looking
game with enjoyable puzzles and atmosphere.. Feels like a free game but there's some fun to be had :)
Some gameplay: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7Euu8UN-YQI. Ehhhhh There isn't much to do in here. I mean the glassbreaking sound effects are reeeeally satisfying but not much else is. the upgrades aren't interesting, music isn't great, there's only
three enemy types, one character, and one mode. it's a good time waster sorta but I still really wouldn't recommend it.. I didn't
even look at the price. I'm hooked to Tempest 2000. I would prefer a Tempest 3000.
But I will not pollute my living room with a Jaguar-Console or a Nuon-compatible DVD player...
Now I have this! (again)
It even comes with original PSX feel. Same buttons, same copyright disclaimer...
Well, its just a emulation, as it seems. It even asks if I want to use the Memory Card in slot1.
But it lets me play N2O again. <3
. quot;Amethyst Caverns"
- Module & Sidhe
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